
Food Security
Automated Farming



Assignments

Keep working on your projects!

Discussion question: What is the most challenging aspect of your project right 
now?

Due Friday 5pm



Climate change in the news



Climate change in the news
The vehicles purchased are Ford E-Transit Battery 
Electric Vehicles (BEVs), which according to USPS are 
"100 percent electric." It's part of the agency's plans, 
announced in December, to make 75% of its newly 
acquired vehicles, known as Next Generation Delivery 
Vehicles, over the next five years electric. After 2026, 
NGDV purchases will be 100% electric, the agency 
said.

Three suppliers were awarded contracts for more than 
14,000 charging stations, as well, USPS said, to kick 
off its Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) 
inventory.

A contract has also been awarded for the agency to 
acquire 9,250 commercial-off-the-shelf internal 
combustion engine vehicles "to fill the urgent need for 
vehicles."
 
The postal service's drive toward clean energy vehicles is 
only a recent development that came after it received 
significant backlash over plans to replace its fleet with 90% 
gas-powered vehicles. 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/us-postal-service-gas-trucks-electric-biden-epa/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/us-postal-service-gas-trucks-electric-biden-epa/


Summary



Farm labor

Farm labor can be dangerous and is made 
more dangerous by increasing temperatures



Some farm tasks can be automated

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALmqer120qM&t=10


But some tasks are too delicate to automate

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6olybtRPdwg


Changing climate will harm outdoor crops



Vertical Farms and Precision Agriculture

Indoor farms allow for climate and 
pest control

Precision agriculture uses 
fine-grained data to tailor climate 
etc to plant needs



Paper Deep Dive



Background and Motivation

“The traditional agricultural production mode is highly dependent on the weather, 
which has been unable to meet the increasing demand for fresh and healthy food 
from global population growth. ”

“Modern high-tech greenhouses are equipped with standard sensors and 
actuators (such as heating, lighting, CO2 dosing, irrigation, etc.) to empower 
precision agriculture. To improve crop yield and quality, managers regularly 
regulate a suitable environment for crop growth by overseeing the greenhouse 
climate and crop growth state.”



Background and Motivation

“Skilled managers capable of autonomous greenhouse control are scarce. 
Furthermore, even a seasoned manager is not able to monitor and manage too 
many greenhouses simultaneously.”

“The grower needs to balance production and resource consumption during a 3-5 
months period, which implies a tremendous decision-making space. The 
complexity of decision-making has led to growers only giving coarse-grained 
control strategies, which do not make full use of the rich greenhouse states 
information.”



Background and Motivation

“Skilled managers capable of autonomous greenhouse control are scarce. 
Furthermore, even a seasoned manager is not able to monitor and manage too 
many greenhouses simultaneously.”

“The grower needs to balance production and resource consumption during a 3-5 
months period, which implies a tremendous decision-making space. The 
complexity of decision-making has led to growers only giving coarse-grained 
control strategies, which do not make full use of the rich greenhouse states 
information.”

Goal: automate the decision making process for greenhouse control



Brainstorm

What kind of data would you want to have to be able to approach this problem?

What kind of methods would you apply?

How would you measure success?

What difficulties might you face?



Data

Temperature, humidity, CO2, and “photosynthetically active radiation” measured 
from a greenhouse with a ventilation controller, CO2 producer, Fertigation 
(irrigation) controller.

Goal: grow the most tomatoes for the least cost



Framing the problem



Framing the problem
When using reinforcement learning to solve a control problem, the aim is to 
develop a policy that controls an agent to maximize reward. 

The policy is a function that takes in a state observation and produces an action.

https://www.mathworks.com/company/newsletters/articles/reinforcement-learning-a-brief-guide.html 

https://www.mathworks.com/company/newsletters/articles/reinforcement-learning-a-brief-guide.html
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RL example

Agent = person

State = coordinates, walls, reward

Reward = star

Actions = up,down,left,right

Policy = what action to take when in a certain state



Reinforcement learning is hard because of...



Reinforcement learning is hard because of...

● Sparse feedback
● Long-term dependencies
● Complex observations
● Complex action spaces
● Uncertainty in the world
● Data needs



RL concepts

Markov Decision Process (describes the situation in which RL can take place)

If in a state S_x, each action will lead 
to State_y, with some probability



RL Concepts

Value functions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMxOGwbdqKY&t=167


RL concepts

Value functions

Policies can be defined as 
taking the action with the 
highest value



RL concepts

Model-free vs Model-based Agents



RL concepts

Learning algorithms: trying to find the best value function/policy



Monte Carlo methods

Model-free Monte Carlo

Try random moves and see how 
much reward it gets you in the end. 

Value function of a state is the 
average reward received after 
passing through that state.



Monte Carlo methods

Model-free Monte Carlo

Try random moves and see how 
much reward it gets you in the end. 

Value function of a state is the 
average reward received after 
passing through that state.

Important concept: Discounted Reward



Monte Carlo methods

Model-based Monte Carlo

Models can be used to speed up a 
tree search.

Simulate with a model



Framing the problem

“We collect 22 kinds of observation 
variables, constituting a 
275-dimensional observation space 
S, and 6 kinds of control variables, 
constituting a 52-dimensional action 
space”



Framing the problem

We use the Netprofit (USD/m2) as the target reward for training. 

Netprofit = Gains − Costs, 

where Gains are obtained through yields and price, and Costs include resource 
consumption (electricity, heat, CO2, and water) and crop maintenance costs. 



Training problem

RL agents can make a lot of mistakes while learning and need many iterations

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hx_bgoTF7bs&t=87


Training problem

To solve the lack of data, train a “greenhouse simulator” based on existing 
greenhouse data.
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To solve the lack of data, train a “greenhouse simulator” based on existing 
greenhouse data.

To correct for the fact that the simulator won’t be perfectly accurate, use an 
ensemble



Training problem

To solve the lack of data, train a “greenhouse simulator” based on existing 
greenhouse data.

To correct for the fact that the simulator won’t be perfectly accurate, use an 
ensemble

“Individual probabilistic models capture aleatoric uncertainty
or the noise due to the inherent stochasticity. The bootstrapping ensemble procedure can

capture epistemic uncertainty or uncertainty in the model parameters aroused from insuf-
ficient training data.”



Training problem #2

Especially when applying to real world environments, want to not just have large 
average reward, but also avoid the possibility of catastrophic outcomes 
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Especially when applying to real world environments, want to not just have large 
average reward, but also avoid the possibility of catastrophic outcomes 



Evaluation

Would take too long to test it out on real greenhouse, so use a hand-built 
computationally expensive greenhouse simulator.

Evaluate on expected return and net profits

Compare to model-free method, learned directly from observed state-action pairs 



Results
We train two versions of our method on the greenhouse simulator, one with 
sample dropout (p = 0.8) and one without sample dropout (p = 1) and compare 
to a model-free method.



Results
We train two versions of our method on the greenhouse simulator, one with 
sample dropout (p = 0.8) and one without sample dropout (p = 1) and compare 
to a model-free method.

“As for the SAC algorithm, it performs worse than our algorithm, which
is caused by the low sample efficiency of the model-free method, making it difficult to 

learn enough information with limited samples.”



Results

Sample dropout makes the model more robust to a wider range of conditions



Results

Too much dropout is bad 



Further resources

More on robot farm equipment: https://youtu.be/bpa1iiJmR3Q  

https://deeplizard.com/learn/video/nyjbcRQ-uQ8 Online lessons on reinforcement 
learning

https://youtu.be/bpa1iiJmR3Q
https://deeplizard.com/learn/video/nyjbcRQ-uQ8


Summary


